
THE 4 dirty Secrets 
to rolling the rock 

   If you don’t know where you’re aImed,  
   you can’t hIt a target. 
Where the putter face is aimed = where the ball will go. It sounds simple, and it is. 
  The Navigator costs about as much as a dozen premium balls, and it shows you exactly where      
     you’re aiming. Click here to find out more

       Pick a spot no more than 6 inches in front of the ball on your intended line, and roll the ball     
     over that spot.  

           a quIet mInd Is a powerful mInd

           Let go of all mechanical thoughts. Make ten 3-footers in a row before 
you go out to play.  Focus ONLY on rolling the ball over your spot. Listen to the sound of it        
    dropping in the hole. I mean really listen. When your ear gets used to that sound, it’s easier to  
       hear it out on the course. 

  And when you can hear that sound out on the course, you’re gonna make a lot more putts.
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 feel It In your feet, and read It lIke a book 
 

Your feet are way more sensitive to slope than your eyes. Walk the length of your putt and feel         
     what direction gravity is pulling you. 

 Always read from the low side of the hole. (Think about how you would read a book) You’d  
    never tilt the text away from your eyes.  Picture dumping a huge bucket of water halfway  
between you and the hole. Where would the water run? 

#2- Speed      use a metronome, and follow thIs process

Download a metronome app - (for iPhone) / (for Droid) and head to the putting green. Don’t focus on
   a hole. Set the metronome to 76 BPM.  Start the backswing on a beat, and make contact with the ball  
      on a beat. Roll a few putts from one side of the green to the other, trying to get the ball to stop on 
        the fringe. 
     This frees your mind, and helps you tap into your natural ability to gauge the conditions and roll of 
the green.     

#3- read 

#4- Let Go 

#1- aim
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